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Boundary States for GS superstrings in an Hpp wave background.
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We construct the boundary states preserving half the global supersymmetries in string theory propa-
gating on a Hpp background.
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Introduction and conclusions. Soon after the conjecture of AdS/CFT correspondence Maldacena:1997re,
some authors addressed the problem of solving the string theory in AdSS backgrounds. The rst approach
strings made use of the so-called \killing gauge" for κ-symmetry in order to get the string action in these
backgrounds. The actions turned out to be almost intractable, so a renewed attempt was made, using this
time light cone gauge stringsLC; the models still remained not solvable. However, it was recently pointed
out rrm that a conformal model describing type IIB superstring propagating in a particular wave metric
supported by a Ramond-Ramond 5-form background bla: eqnarray bem ds2 = 2dx+dx− − f2x2Idx+dx+ +
dxIdxI , I = 1, ..., 8 ,
The same properties are true for other backgrounds Russo:2002rq, Berenstein:2002jq and we therefore
expect that our analysis extends to these cases.
Soon after the discovery of the exact solvability of this string model, an interpretation of its states
within the AdS/CFT correspondence Berenstein:2002jq as states with large angular momentum J  pN
and J − nite in the dual N = 4 SYM. Notice however that the string Hamiltonian in this background
Hlcstring explains only the leading order anomalous dimension:  = Hlcstring +O (1/R). This interpretation
has been extended to other conformal cases in otherCFTAdS.
In this article we derive the boundary states associated with branes which preserve 16 supercharges in
this solvable background . Dierently from what happens in the flat background where both the covariant
NSR formulation (see Billo:1998vr for a complete and consistent set of normalizations) and light-cone GS
formulation Green:1996um are available, in this case only the latter is at our disposal.
The plan of the paper is the following. In section 2 we give an heuristic derivation of the κ gauge
xed action found by Metsaev and we discuss why it is possible to x the light-cone gauge. In section 3
after discussing the allowed boundary conditions on the bosonic elds xI we construct the bosonic boundary
states. They turn out to be O(8) invariant, just as the metric is. Finally in section 4 we investigate the
conditions to be imposed in the fermionic sector. These conditions break explicitly the global symmetry down
to SO(4)SO(4) as it could be expected due to \fermionic" nature of the RR background. It turns out that
D(−1) and D7 break more than 16 supersymmetries and that the other branes of type IIb superstring can
only have special embeddings and must seat at the origin of the transverse coordinates. The branes that can
be described on the light cone in this background are always \instantonic" and parallel to the wave. Since
the generators J−I do not correspond to isometries, these branes are not in an obvious way related to the
ones perpendicular to the wave which are dicult, if not impossible, to describe in the light-cone formalism
because even if we could reach the gauge x− = p−τ the resulting σ model would still be interacting. In a
similar way it is dicult to perform a double Wick rotation Morales:1997hk to obtain \physical" branes. It
would hence be desirable to solve this theory in other gauges or in a pure spinor formalism Berkovits:2001ue
since the solution in NSR formalism appears to be dicult. A better understanding of why the D-instanton
seems to break more that 16 charges would also be desirable, in particular to clarify whether this happens
only due to our ansatz or it because of a more fundamental reason.
Another interesting point would be to compute the 1/R corrections to the GS light-cone action in order




Green-Schwarz superstrings in an Hpp-wave. We start considering the lagrangian for a bosonic string
propagating on the Hpp wave background (bem) in the conformal gauge: equation LbosL = 12
(
2∂Ax+∂Ax− − f2x2I∂Ax+∂Ax+
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